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This conceptual wireframe prototype was developed to articulate our vision of VLI.  The following sequence of screen shots walks through key desired 
functions in two specific scenarios: a teacher creating Challenge Based curriculum and a student seeking Challenge Based learning.  

The wireframe imagines technology developed based on user experience needs and goals, rather than teaching and learning dynamics fitted to pre-
existing technology structures.  A key design element is integrated flow and the mirroring of the teacher and student experiences (teacher as potential 
learners and students as potential experts).  Both teachers and students have “My Studio”, private spaces to organize themselves, as well as access to 
the “Challenge Gallary”, a public space to collaborate in communites of practice.

Conceptual Wireframes: User Experience Flow Scenario
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Teacher Scenario



Conceptual Wireframes: Teacher “My Studio” 

The teacher first checks his/her “Studio”.  The Teachers’ Studio helps teachers organize (goal-set) and manage their work.  It easily links to:
The Scratchpad widget: tracks and accesses work in progress. e.g.  Highlights Challenge curriculum under construction, Student work teachers 
need to provide feedback on, etc. 
The Lab Team widget: enables formation of teams and communication within teams.  e.g. Teachers can recruit peers with certain expertise to 
advise or be colleagues in writing curriculum
The Progress module: visualizes overall progress of classes he/she is teaching and particular students
The Publishing module: tools that enable resource uploading and Challenge Based curriculum creation (authoring + editing + publishing)
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Conceptual Wireframes: “Challenge Builder” 

The Teacher sees from his Scratchpad that there is curriculum he must create and iterate on.  He clicks into the “Challenge Builder.”  

The “Challenge Builder” is an authoring and publishing tool that enables teachers to create Challenge Based curriculum individually or in collabora-
tion with peers:  (A) ordering and mapping of various components in a Challenge -- essential guiding questions, guiding resources, activities/assess-
ments, and objectives/skills/standards, (B)  differentiating curriculum -- e.g. based on interim performance, defining movement to panel 3 vs panel 
4 (C) flagging particular areas for colleague’s support -- e.g. pinging Lab Team to help find an appropriate resource, (D) remixing multiple sources 
and multiple media formats (video, text, audio, procedural) rather than a singular textbook
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Conceptual Wireframes: “Challenge Builder Resource Browser”

Pushing the Configure Resources button, the Teacher enters the Resource Brower to search for and add a few more guiding resource items to 
the Challenge.  

Items in the Resource Bank can be searched and sorted through a variety of means, including topic and objective/standard. 
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Conceptual Wireframes: “Resource Uploader”

The Teacher can also upload additional Resources to use in creating curriculum. 

The Resource Uploader streamlines the uploading of multiple resources.  Uploaded content is tagged on key characteristics to ease future search 
and sort for fitting material.

Once finished adding/sequencing resources and creating the Challenge, the Teacher can publish the curriculum for students and other teachers to 
access and use. 
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Student Scenario



Conceptual Wireframes: Student “My Studio”

The Student first checks his/her “Studio”.  The Studio helps students manage their learning life.  It easily links to:
The Scratchpad widget: tracks and accesses work in progress.  e.g.  Highlights opened Challenges to finish, feedback from their Teacher, etc
The Lab Team widget: enables formation of teams and communication within teams.  e.g. Students can recruit peers with certain expertise, 
teachers, and even outside experts to advise or collaborate in completing a Challenge.  
The Progress and Learning Path modules: provides a real-time snap shot of current progress visualized within a broader context to help Students 
set and re-evaluate goals
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Conceptual Wireframes: Student “Learning Path”

Clicking on the “Manage Learning Paths” button, the Student sees which Challenges they need to complete to reach their goals and which new 
Learning Paths they may want and be able to add. 

To earn Investigator Badge 1, the student sees she must take certain Challenges across certain courses.  Let’s say Badge 1 is called the “Critical 
Thinking Badge”, then the Badge and its component Challenges would address specific Common CCR skills related to critical thinking (remember 
the Challenge Builder enables the mapping of Challenge components to objectives/standards).   The rationale for taking courses and challenges 
become transparent and meaningful, as they fit against a Student’s longer term goals of becoming an expert within particular Learning Paths.     
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Conceptual Wireframes: Student “Scratchpad”

Having quickly checked on her progress, from her Studio the Student clicks into her Scratchpad.  

The Scratchpad is a workspace that provide tracking and access to Current Projects, Completed Projects and projects the Student has elected to 
share within the Challenge Gallery.   
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Among Current Projects the Student decides to continue working on Challenge 5 and opens its Challenge Room. 

Published Challenge curriculum are experienced through Challenge Rooms.  The Lab Team Widget enables the Student to communicate and 
collaborate with the Challenges’ Lab Team members in mastering the Challenge.  Lab Team members could be peers with mastery of par-
ticular skillsets (levels within particular learning paths) and teachers.  One can also imagine real-world experts like scientists agreeing to be 
accesible as Lab Team members for certain types of Challenges. 

Conceptual Wireframes: “Challenge Room”
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Conceptual Wireframes: “Challenge Gallery”

The Student can submit final products from completed Challenges to the Challenge Gallery, a community practice space for discovery, cri-
tique, reflection, and intelligent resourcing.  

Users can search through the Challenge Gallery via keywords or categories.  If a Student enters the keyword, “space”, all space related Chal-
lenges are displayed for deeper engagement.  The side bar shows “Recommended Challenges” (based on fit with one’s Learning Path),  New 
Challenges, and Popular Challenges (based on users’ rating of the curriculum).  
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Conceptual Wireframes: “Challenge Gallery”

The Student finds a response to a Challenge about space interesting and clicks in to investigate.

Members of the community can provide constructive comments on the challenge product; share the product (for example, if they know a 
peer is engaged in a similar topic and would find the information useful); save it as a reference resource; and/or decide to see what they 
would do differently, how they could build upon it, and take the Challenge themselves.
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